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BKeeney Software Updates Font Pilot
Published on 01/20/10
BKeeney Software, Inc. today announced Font Pilot 2.5, an update to its popular font
management software for Mac OS X. Font Pilot allows users to view their collection of
fonts, as well as uninstalled fonts, quickly and easily. Additionally, Font Pilot offers
numerous other features, such as the character map, key combo list, and print engine.
Version 2.5 has several new enhancements that make getting font metrics and details easier
than ever.
Lenexa, Kansas - BKeeney Software, Inc. today launched an updated version of Font Pilot, a
font management software program for Mac OS X that allows users to preview fonts. The new
version 2.5 has several new enhancement that make it easier to get font metrics and
details without installing the font first.
With this maintenance release, a new registration system is now being used to make it
easier to install on multiple machines without contacting support. Also users are prompted
to install into the Applications directory if that is not where Font Pilot was installed
originally.
Font Pilot allows users to view their collection of fonts, as well as uninstalled fonts,
quickly and easily. Using its superior font management engine, Font Pilot searches for
copyrights, licenses, descriptions, postscript names, file sizes, locations, and much more
on individual fonts in your font library. Font Pilot allows you to browse an entire folder
of fonts that are not installed with a visual preview function.
While viewing the slideshow of fonts, click the 'install' button at any time to have that
font permanently installed and activated on the computer. Included amongst these great
features, are numerous others such as the character map, key combo list, and print engine.
Font Pilot is an essential font management software tool in any creative or graphic
designer's repertoire. Font is available online for $15.95 (USD) and may be purchased by
visiting their website. A free 14-day trail is also available for download.
BKeeney Software:
http://www.bkeeney.com/
Font Pilot 2.5:
https://www.bkeeney.com/products/fontpilot
Download Font Pilot:
https://www.bkeeney.com/downloads/macintoshdownloads/file/27-font_pilot
Purchase Font Pilot:
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.asp?s=STR2038979156&Cmd=BUY&SKURefnum=SKU191702647
25
Screenshot:
http://www.bkeeney.com/images/stories/FontPilot/fontpilot_fullhq.png
App Icon:
http://www.bkeeney.com/images/stories/FontPilot/fontpilot-64x64-web.png

BKeeney Software products also include Task Timer, an easy-to-use project management tool
that allows users to track time spent on an unlimited number of projects and tasks;
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Slideshow Magic, a multimedia production and presentation tool; and a file management
program called File Sheriff.
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